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The Definitive COMPANION BOOKLET
For
The DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS (DWI)
And
THE NEW MIDDLE CLASS CAPITALISM ECONOMIC SYSTEM
My name is William Curtis Woolf. The DWI Book, “Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous” book, is
the Epic Political-Economic Fiery Drama about the current state of affairs in the 21st Century
Era of Trump. It is the TRUE-FICTION 2020 Award-Winning Book in Economics and
Environment. It includes the real MIDDLE CLASS CAPITALISM ECONOMIC SYSTEM for the
working middle class, the poor and the disabled. My dramatic 2020 award winning truefiction drama illustrates how MIDDLE CLASS CAPITALISM (MCC) can work in the real world.
Middle Class Capitalism is a “realistic” new capitalism economic system that can be achieved
in about 5 years IN THE REAL WORLD. It is simply our own SOLUTION for ALL of US joined
economically to own and control our own corporation’s micro-economy for our own benefit
and the benefit of all of our billions of fellow corporate economic warriors. The massive
majority of all of US Americans and the 99%, the 7 billion middle-class working people, poor
and disabled, all 7 billion of us together, includes all of our individual own assets, resources
and labor. We are the People by the truth and facts and reality of science, numbers, math
and academics. And by MCC or any definition, “We the People,” joined economically, are the
most powerful economic force ever in history. Details of the real MIDDLE CLASS CAPITALISM
are at my websites MiddleClassCapitalism.com and NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com.
UNDERSTANDING MIDDLE-CLASS CAPITALISM (MCC)
THE PEOPLE’S NEW AMERICAN MIDDLE-CLASS CAPITALISM will create:
* CITIZEN-GOVERNMENT-CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS FOR UNLIMITED JOBS
* THE PEOPLE’S CYBER-SECURE INTERNET CALLED YOUR SPACE WORLD
* THE PEOPLE’S OWN POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL RETAIL CORPORATION
* ENDLESS PROFIT CENTERS ON-LINE & ON-LAND FOR ALL 9 BILLION MEMBERS
* INDEPENDENT RENEWABLE ENERGY FOR A CLEAN AND SAFE WORLD
* ECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM, UNIVERSAL INTEGRATED CAPITALIST COMPETITION
* THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE TO INCLUDE ALL PEACEFUL RELIGIONS
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* POWER, PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
* REAL SOLUTIONS THAT ARE PAID FOR WITHOUT GOVERNMENT OR POLITICS
How is all this possible, right now?
See more details at MiddleClassCapitalism.com and NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com.
This may all sound impossible at first, but it is all real and coming very soon. The MiddleClass Capitalism Slogan is:
“POWER, PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL!” ... in a safe and clean beautiful
world! HOW? Continue On ...
William Curtis Woolf, Author of the dramatic book, and this explanatory companion
booklet for Middle Class Capitalism.
The Cyber Secure YOUR SPACE WORLD (YSW) Global Internet, owned by the People in their
own powerful global corporation, is the new people’s realistic Economic Foundation and
Platform to defeat the:
3 DEADLY VIRUSES (3DVs) and Insurrection of the American Government and Democracy
Middle-Class Capitalism is the People’s Global Corporation that Defeats EVIL IN THE
DANGEROUS WORLD OF THE 3 DEADLY VIRUSES (3DVs): Disease; Racism; and the Fatal Deadly
Cyber Viruses of fraud, theft, hacking, and all cyber disinformation in the Madevil Era of
Presidential Supremacist Propaganda and thuggery. All culminated by the fermentation of the
real inspired Insurrection of the American Capital, American Government and Democracy
ending in the President’s second Impeachment. All escalated by a very dangerous lying mob
leader, national supremacist American President.
This is the real Epic Story OF, FOR AND OWNED BY THE PEOPLE in the Beautiful New CLEAN and
SAFE World of PROSPERITY, JUSTICE AND HEALTHCARE FOR All, WITHOUT GOVERNMENT OR
POLITICAL WARS. We do it all ourselves. This is Middle-Class Capitalism.
“My 2020 Award-Winning Book called Defeat of the Wicked INIQUITOUS or the DWI
Book. It is an epic story about the current world’s state of affairs. It is an historical realtime parody true-fiction drama about KING THUGGERY!!!! A Presidential Racist
Supremacist Thug named Ronald Frump. He is the VIPer King and all his loyal obedient
VIPER PARTY ENABLERS are in secret partnership with THE TRILL EMPEROR
Cobra. VIPers are Very Important People; or as MCC economic Warriors call them, a
viper snake. Cobra is the absolute controller of the TRILL EMPIRE and the world
economy and politicians. They are defeated by the PEOPLE, the 99%, the 7 billion. The
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Economic Weapon for defeat of the VIPers is Middle-Class Capitalism.“ -- William Curtis
Woolf

Trump’s Russian Deadly Cyber Invitation. Invite your enemy in, and they will
enthusiastically rush in with a dangerous and deadly massive poison cyber
fog. Inviting your enemy in is the clear definition of cyber treason, along
with the Presidential treason.” 1-14-20 WCW
This poisonous deadly dangerous disinformation, cyber hacking and virus ridden current
internet is fatally contaminated. The current internet CAN and MUST be replaced with a new
“guaranteed cyber secure” global internet. The new guaranteed cyber secure global internet
called YOUR SPACE WORLD, is the foundation and platform for We the People’s Middle-Class
Capitalism CORPORATION, the most powerful economic force ever in the world.
For Details: See Middle-Class Capitalism (MCC) and Book Details, The MCC Technical Book,
and the fiery DWI MCC Book Overview at MiddleClassCapitalism.com and
NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com.
My name is William Curtis Woolf. I am a 2020 award-winning author in Economics and
Environment. I had a long 25-year public service career as a top-level conservative CEO and CAO
Republican official. My award-winning book is an epic political-economic true-fiction parody
drama of the current era’s state of affairs. This is my MCC COMPANION BOOKLET to my 2020
Award winning book called “Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous. It also includes many of my own
personal quotes that refer to the incredible Trump Madevil Era year 2021. Quotes that are
representative of the real time events since the original December 2019 version on AmazonKindle.
I am now an Independent after being “betrayed” by the new so-called Republican GOP Party
that is now unrecognizable. It is no longer a party of good character and good American values.
It has by all actions and rhetoric become the dangerous far-right VIPER-Trumplican Cult Party
with dangerous actions of a cult-like dictator, values of dangerous disinformation and thuggery
at every level. It has resulted in widespread American division and a growing hatred of the
majority of Americans in the Democrat Party they call far-left socialists.
The VIPER-Trumplican Party and most state and federal legislators have become active
ENABLERS OF LIES AND DISINFORMATION used by dictators throughout history and in today’s
dangerous and deadly world. The KING VIPER TRUMPLICAN ENABLER LOYALIST VIPERS, with the
help of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and low BARR the Attorney General, are
absolute loyalists and enablers of the KING VIPER Trumplican Madevil Era, with the thuggery
and lies of all dictator-led societies. They operate without compromise, when only compromise
between political legislators can preserve American democracy. Their actions are the antithesis
of American Democracy and good democratic values REQUIRED for all Americans and our Allies’
democracies. It results in Presidential Insurrection and Impeachment.
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A quick author’s Brief Book Overview:

America, Who Are We as a Country?
America and much of the world are now divided as a result of the division created by the
divisive Grim Reaper McConnell, the divisive AG Low Barr, and exasperated by the most divisive
President in history, President Trump. Who are the 45% of Americans for whom the existential
question now is, “Can America, or the world, ever be united again?”
The answer is, “YES WE CAN!” We the People, the 99%, the 7 billion middle working class, the
poor and the disabled, in “PARTNERSHIP” WITH THE WEALTHY, CAN and MUST be united
economically for the benefit of all of US! My book, websites and this MCC Companion Booklet
illustrate the way it can and must be achieved.
There is more wealth in the world than ever before. The wealthy giant global corporations are
the most powerful economic force on earth. We can all be economically united in a fair and
balanced, and strongly and fairly “economically competitive” world with an economic
PARTNERSHIP with the wealthy. That will make all of us wealthier. When we all have the same
economic objective of “Prosperity and Justice for All” that benefits all of us, we CAN and WILL
BE UNITED economically.
We the People, the 99%, the 7 billion of us, can be the People’s Corporation, united in
PARTNERSHIP with the wealthy and the other giant powerful corporations. When everyone is
united economically, regardless of all politics, WE the People will all be united in PARTNERSHIP
with the wealthy and giant global corporations because we all have the same ECONOMIC
GOALS. We must unite economically as PARTNERS for the economic power and benefit for all.

The Standard Middle Class Capitalism People’s Global Corporation Partnership
Agreements with Member-Owners and other Global Retail-Wholesale Corporations
1. The Independent Peoples International Corporation, hereafter referred to as The
People’s Corporation, purchases all of their product’s “wholesale” from other current
“giant global corporations,” for their 9 billion members consumers, by People’s Global
Corporation’s definition and design, owning their own retail stores throughout the
world. That is the Standard Middle Class Capitalism People’s Global Corporation
Partnership Agreement with Member-Owners and other Global Retail-Wholesale
Corporations. This is the brief summary. The People’s Global Corporation, “by corporate
definition and design,” includes all 9 billion people’s member-owner retail consumers.
Today’s global corporations are the most powerful economic force in history. That
economic power is why current retail global corporations will be Partners in The
People’s Global Corporation. All of its members by definition includes all person’s with
less than a one million dollar annual net income, by corporate definition and design. All
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9 billion and growing people’s economic power. And they can all do it from their own
residence anywhere in the world on their computers or phones, or from their own retail
stores anywhere. They are all member-owners in their own global corporation and new
cyber secure global internet by corporate definition and design. The People’s
Corporation by corporate design has a foundation and platform of their own new
corporate “guaranteed cyber secure” global internet, exclusively for their 9 billion
member-owners in their own corporation. Complete in about 5 years. It replaces Google
and Facebook for all of their member-owners, with factual and honest foundations and
information and advertising for all of their owner-members, cyber secure, by corporate
design. That is Middle Class Capitalism.
2. All new member owners receive a free starter share of general stock, a free
membership, and a free middle class cyber secure space in their own massive global
corporation. They can all borrow from their own corporation to purchase more general
and premium stock if they choose to do so. Almost all do. And, by corporate definition
and design, owner-members are all consumers of their own products in their own retail
stores throughout the world. With 9 billion member-owners by design, they quickly
become the most massive powerful economic force ever. The people’s corporation
purchases all of their product’s “wholesale” from other current “giant global
corporations,” for their 9 billion members consumers owning their own retail stores
throughout the world. That is the Standard Middle Class Capitalism People’s Global
Corporation Partnership Agreement with Member-Owners and other Global RetailWholesale Corporations. All member-owner’s retail stores are financed by their own
massive global corporation throughout the world. That is a brief definition of the
people’s new Middle Class Capitalism. Capitalism based on civil, honest and fair
competition between “all of its member-owner’s retail stores everywhere based
on core corporate values and principles by definition and design.”
3. This standard Partnership Agreement is for its 9 billion members in their growing
People’s Corporation to purchase all of its retail products for its 9 billion memberowners at “wholesale prices.” All retail global corporations like Walmart, will compete
with other global wholesale corporations to obtain the 9 billion and growing People’s
Corporation member-owners business. The member-owners can all buy premium stock
and therefore by definition be an owner in any retail store anywhere in the world. They
all purchase most of these wholesale products from the current wholesale global
corporations purchased at the cheapest price for their own People’s Corporation retail
stores everywhere. All 9 billion member-owners are stock owners initially with their free
stock. Any member can be provided a guaranteed corporate living wage job in their
regions or own their own retail stores, from home or in stores. And/or they can buy
stock from any of their own member-owner or coalition retail stores. Always with full
financial and business support from their own corporation. Almost all members buy
more stock in their individual or coalition owned regional or retail stores anywhere. That
is “Economic Equilibrium fueled by corporate design of “Universal Integrated Capitalism
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Competition” of all of its retail global stores, owned by the People’s Corporation ownermembers, all by corporate definition and design. The People’s Corporation 9 billion
members buy and consume most of their retail products from retail stores they own in
their own corporation in their own regions. That is Middle Class Capitalism .
4. 9 billion member-owners strong and growing is the most powerful economic force in
the world by any definition. They all own it together and compete with each other.
Ownership is based on stock purchased from their own global corporation. Stock is
vested initially until their corporation they own together, has acquired sufficient capital
to secure stock redemptions. Vesting period required to keep their People’s Corporation
solvent while growing corporate value with every member-owner. Almost all are buying
general stock in their own global internet, and in their regional retail stores. All retail
member-owner retail stores, in-line and on-line. The member-owners retail stores
throughout the world are all provided the low interest financing and managers and
training needed to ensure success of every retail member-owner store. Ownership in
every retail store financed. They are all paid a living wage for their regions based on
every regions “Consumer Price Index” for their region. We 9 billion plus by definition do
it ourselves, without endless political wars and government in our own most powerful
corporation ever. That is Middle Class Capitalism.
For Example: The following is how we can PARTNER with Apple Corp. for the economic benefit
of all:
The 9 Billion PEOPLES NEW APPLE RETAIL STORES PARTNERSHIP
Apple, it’s time for something new for Apple products. You know this. This new PARTNERSHIP
includes almost everyone with an individual cyber secure Apple product called the Apple Cyber
Secure Biometric ID Key.
Imagine a corporation by design automatically owned by the 99%. This 9 Billion People includes
the middle class, poor and disabled. All being “automatic member-owners of their own massive
global powerful people’s corporation. They each have a free starter share. They simply have to
register at their own massive people’s corporation’s website for their free share of stock in their
own powerful global company. Their website includes a free guaranteed “cyber secure”
internet individual cyber ID key. The key requires a special mechanic button to personally ID the
member-owner with biometric ID required. They must push their ID mechanical, not electronic,
button with their biometric ID at their GPS location every time they enter their corporation’s
new cyber secure internet called Your Space World. Your Space World replaces Facebook as the
member-owners social network for its 9 billion membership. The free share they each receive is
ownership in their internet called Your Space World.
APPLES NEW PRODUCT for all 9 billion owner-members is the “Cyber Secure Biometric ID Key.”
It is provided free of charge to all owner-members, as a part of the new Apple Phone designed
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exclusively for the new Your Space World people’s cyber secure global internet, to include new
software for all 9 billion automatically by charter and design all middle class, poor and disabled
member-owners all over the world. The new Apple Phones are sold wholesale to the people’s
corporation. All Apple Phones are distributed to the member-owner retail stores. Every store is
financed by their people’s corporation, it’s owned by the 9 billion member owners with their
individual free starter share of Your Space World general stock, and all part of the people’s
corporation regional coalition’s People’s Apple Phones at the PEOPLE’S RETAIL STORES
everywhere. Each retail store sell’s the People’s Apple Phones throughout the world. Each
store is owned by the owner-members of each regional coalition. Ownership is based on the
amount of special stock they purchased individually. All finances are provided by the people’s
corporation for the provision of all retail People’s Apple Stores.
Apple Corp. will loan the people’s corporation, called the Independent People’s International
Corporation, or just The People’s Global Corporation, all of the operational loans necessary for
start-up and global development, with an agree fixed interest rate of 10% for the loans. Apple
will sell all 9 billion people a new starter people’s corporation phone as purchased for every
member by the people’s corporation.
This Economic Partnership with all of us and the wealthy is an example of Middle Class
Capitalism. Details are located at MiddleClassCapitalism.com. Link’s include The MCC Technical
Book, The MCC Companion Booklet, and The Cyber Secure Your Space World links that further
describe this new idea for the APPLE-People’s Corporation International Partnership.

Economic Prosperity and Justice for all ...
in a clean and safe, beautiful prosperous world!
When We the People, the 99%, the 7 Billion of us are by definition and design Middle-Class
Capitalists in Our Own Global People’s Corporation, we are united economically, the most
powerful economic force ever on earth. WE are Middle-Class Capitalism. We are MCC!
Details include the MCC Technical Book; the MCC Companion Booklet; the Overview of my 2020
Award-Winning Author in Economics and Environment Book called Defeat of the Wicked
Iniquitous, with a direct link to my award-winning book. It is a thriller. It is an epic politicaleconomic DRAMATIC PARODY OF OUR CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS.
My book, along with the integral companion websites MiddleClassCapitalism.com and
NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com provide a solution for economic unity for all, in partnership
with the wealthy. This solution can be achieved by US, even in our very dangerous world of
disease, racism, and a fatally contaminated cyber universe of viruses, misinformation, and in
the current global internet.
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This poisonous disinformation, hacking and virus ridden current internet is fatally
contaminated. The current internet CAN and MUST be replaced with a new “guaranteed cyber
secure” global internet. The new guaranteed cyber secure global internet called YOUR SPACE
WORLD, is the foundation and platform for We the People’s Middle-Class Capitalism
CORPORATION, the most powerful economic force ever in the world.
This MCC Companion Booklet to my award-winning book Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous, or
just the DWI Book, is all about America, Who Are We As a Country? It is all about
America, and our world’s dramatic real “HISTORICAL WORLD STATE OF AFFAIRS.” It uses parody
and fictional characters to illustrate today’s real events.
The book’s heroic characters include Susy and Berto, the book writers and the MCC strategists;
the Economic Warrior Leaders Commander Emery and First Mate Leader Moon; spies and hero
characters Poco and Gator, aka Pocohuntus and Popi, the very wealthy Economic Warrior
Trainers: and the Honest President-Elect Liberty Eagle and the World Peace Alliance.
President-Elect Liberty Eagle is the heroic character that is the universal symbol of good values,
honesty, decency, civility and good character for governments and corporations, and for ALL
Presidential Candidates. These are the GOOD VALUES of all of the hero characters. Together
our heroes defeat the Wicked Iniquitous (the symbol of dens of iniquity cults) and the wicked
EVIL VALUES Cobra, the most of all, the powerful controller of the wealthy and world leaders.
Cobra is the Emperor of the TRILL EMPIRE. He also controls the VIPER KING. VIPers are Very
Important People, or in Economic Warrior language, a viper snake. The VIPER KING is the lying,
conning, divisive King Thuggery. He is the American President Ronald Frump. He is the
Frumplican VIPER leader of America and of the world’s Nationalist Supremacists. They control
the world’s wealth and its leaders. The book illustrates all of our hero characters’ GOOD
VALUES for good government defeating bad government; good corporations defeating bad
corporations, and generally good defeating evil, with the ultimate economic solution for all of
us, called Middle-Class Capitalism, or just MCC. All takes place in this very dangerous virusridden world.
I used my forty years of my experience and expertise in Government, Political Science and
Corporations to write my book Defeat of The Wicked Iniquitous. I decided the best way, and
maybe the only way, to introduce to the world a completely new capitalist economic system to
mitigate and maybe prevent depressions, recessions, and the authoritarian uncompromising
erosion that will result in the destruction of democracy.
I chose to write a fiery dramatic book that people will love and enjoy reading. My book is
designed to understand, illustrate and define the real new Middle-Class Capitalism economic
system designed for the 99%, the 7 billion people in our world, in partnership with the wealthy.
My DWI Book is a sensational drama of good defeating evil, good government over bad
government, good corporations over bad corporations, and good ethics and values over bad,
with real solutions to achieve good over evil.
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My book is designed for readers to, first of all, enjoy reading it. Then my hope is that all readers
will learn, understand, discuss, scrutinize, judge for yourself and, most importantly, love the
new concept. I use very dramatic mostly fictional good and evil characters, often resembling or
actually including some real people. DWI includes mostly true real news stories and events,
using mostly fictional characters within the real events of today’s world. This MCC Companion
Booklet explains the philosophy and values within the DWI Book, and further describes the
People’s Middle-Class Capitalism.
In summary, The DWI Book is designed to demonstrate real human good defeating evil, using
real and fictional characters, in our current state of affairs. It includes the non-violent people’s
economic power, the middle-class capitalist SOLUTION to defeat the wicked iniquitous among
real people. Characters are mostly fictional heroes, led by fictional hero strategists that actually
write a book (the DWI Book) to illustrate, demonstrate, and help the reader understand HOW
to actually achieve the new MCC people’s economic solution. This new MCC solution is by
definition and design, the 99%, the middle working class, poor and disabled People’s own
Middle-Class Capitalism {MCC}. They each and all are MCC. This MCC Companion Booklet
includes my vision and philosophy, generally, that I also use for the DWI book, my websites, and
various pieces I have written.
****
I started my government career way back around 1975. I was an average career Republican
Government Official in New Mexico for 25 years until I retired. I then was a Corporation Cofounder Executive of a large Network of Family Dental Clinics in New Mexico. My life forever
changed after the 2008 Great Recession that devastated hundreds of millions in America and
around the world through no fault of their own. I decided to try and find a permanent
SOLUTION to avoid such devastation. My research started with my first existential and essential
question for humanity to try and find an economic solution of, for and by the people. The
solution is Middle-Class Capitalism.
Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC is simply designed and defined as the 99%, the 7 billion people
of the world that are the middle working class, poor and disabled, united economically in
partnership with the wealthy. Middle-Class Capitalism is WE the PEOPLE, united economically
for the benefit of ALL. I was inspired to find NEW REAL CAPITALIST SOLUTIONS OF, FOR and
owned and controlled BY THE PEOPLE, after the financial devastation of millions, through no
fault of their own.
The 2008 Recession was actually caused by the Republican government, Wall Street and the
wealthy. Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC, is the people’s solution for the basic question of my
2020 Award-Winning Book in Economics and Environment called the Defeat of The Wicked
Iniquitous, and available at Amazon-Kindle. It is based on the real existential question of the 2nd
millennium modern era. The ultimate question is:
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Can WE the PEOPLE, together with our own combined labor and capital resources, be
the most powerful economic force ever for the economic benefit of All of US?
The answer is WE CAN!
•
•
•

If the wealthiest people and global corporations can and do rule the modern economic
world today, why can’t We the People, the 99%, the 7 billion of us working middle class,
poor and disabled unite economically?
Why can’t we all unite economically, using our own cyber-secure Internet as the
foundation and platform for our own massively powerful, global people’s corporation?
Why can’t we therefore together rule the economic world of today ourselves, without
government or political wars?

The simple answer to these questions is WE CAN, and WE MUST!
MCC is simply our map and our compass to achieve this journey for ourselves, individually, and
as partners united economically together in the greatest force ever on earth. WE are MiddleClass capitalism (MCC). My DWI Book is simply a very fiery dramatic story to illustrate MCC in a
fun and enjoyable way, as it applies to our current state of affairs.
This Companion Booklet is the definitive short booklet for understanding these real capitalism
solutions for BAD GOVERNMENT, BAD CORPORATIONS and a VERY BAD INTERNET. They are
contaminated with VERY BAD VALUES that must be replaced with GOOD GOVERNMENT, and
THE PEOPLE’S GOOD CORPORATION, WITH GOOD VALUES AND SOLUTIONS, and the World
Peace Alliance, that includes governments and religions with these good values, for all cultures
and peoples.
The only real solution to achieve our own economic independence is the people’s Middle-Class
Capitalism (MCC). MCC is the economic capitalist foundation and platform of the new clean and
safe cyber-secure Your Space World (YSW) global Internet owned by WE the PEOPLE. MCC and
YSW replace the fatally contaminated virus-ridden cyber World-Wide Web, www, Internet’s
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon and other giant global retail-wholesale corporations.
Together in our own massive people’s global corporation, WE the PEOPLE own our own global
internet, banks, retail stores, and small businesses. We each can own a retail business
individually, in our regional coalitions, and can be a stock owner in any business anywhere in
the world. All takes place within our own massive corporation that provides all the support,
capital and training we need or want to build every business, individually or together in
coalitions.
Our individual assets, together in our own corporation, create the most powerful economic
force ever in the world. All 7 billion of us. We CAN and MUST own our own massively powerful
international corporation for all cultures and all peoples. With this Companion Booklet I will try
to explain my vision, purpose and philosophy in easy-to-understand narrative, for the complex
TRUE-FICTION FIERY DRAMA Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous, the DWI Book that is based on
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Middle-Class Capitalism. It is interconnected with the MCC website. Together they define and
illustrate the people’s capitalist solutions detailed at MiddleClasscapitalism.com.
Again, Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC, is simply defined as the 99%, the 7 billion people of the
world that are the middle working class, poor and disabled, WE the PEOPLE all united
economically. WE are all united in the most powerful people’s corporation ever OF, FOR and
owned and controlled BY THE PEOPLE!
DWI is the definitive 2020 Award-Winning Book in Economics and Environment that illustrates
MCC and YSW in the real world, with various good and evil characters and with the truth and
facts of the real world, dramatically called the MadEvil Era of the 2nd millennium of Earth World.
In the DWI Book’s MCC Economic Warrior Language:

Author’s Philosophy, Government and Corporate Values,
Based on GOOD SECULAR and RELIGIOUS
HUMAN VALUES Words
In order to be able to understand GOOD RELIGIOUS HUMAN VALUES, we must first clear our
minds of religious and political biases the best we can. Then we must focus entirely
objectively with a clear mind on what are the very best values we all strive to achieve. Human
values are based on our life and our environment. Our Human Values are also based on the
good values words of secular and religious philosophers of science and religion. We all must
be part of Economic Solutions whereby we are ECONOMIC PARTNERS.
We must then focus our clearly objective minds on what are the best values of the words of
all philosophers that benefit all of mankind’s races and cultures, all of WE the people, the 7
billion of us on earth. We must then strive to find the best SOLUTIONS to achieve good
secular and religious values WORDS that are designed and developed as our own controlled
economic system. A few words of mine in my book, on my websites, and in some of my other
emails and notes provide my vision and philosophy. MCC is based on my knowledge and life
experiences for good human values words. It starts with what is civil in our communities and
countries, and what is the equation that is based on the best words of science, religious and
secular philosophers, and my own life experience.
Alexa says civilization is an advanced state of human society in which a high level of culture,
science, industry and government has been reached. Siri says civil is courteous and polite.
These two beautiful E-Ladies supply the standard definition of CIVILIZATION anywhere in
America and the world. So, we must ALL first ask ourselves this question:
ARE WE LIVING IN A CIVILIZED AMERICA AND WORLD?
Unfortunately, ladies and gentlemen, the answer to that question is now clearly NO!
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My definition of civilization is Middle-Class Capitalism. It is simply ALL of us working together
as partners in life, in a civil, courteous and polite manner to achieve a high level of culture,
science, industry and government. To have Civilization WE must first ALL unite in a way that
ensures Economic Equilibrium, in an American style of pure and fair Capitalism, with
Universal Integrated Competition. That ensures a balance of POWER and INFLUENCE with the
wealthy, in order to achieve our own Power, Prosperity and Justice for ALL, in a beautiful safe
and clean world.
Secondly, with Middle-Class Capitalism we can achieve a world where we ALL receive a living
wage for our labor, and we all have a QUALITY home, clean and safe water and air, education,
or anything else we work to achieve with our hard-earned Good Dollars. That is my definition
of a QUALITY CIVILIZATION! And I just happen to have REAL SOLUTIONS FOR US ALL TO WORK
TOGETHER AS PARTNERS IN LIFE to achieve and pay for it ALL.
I also developed the QUALITY BUREAU that designed and implemented a National AwardWinning new infrastructure and economic model, with a team of fantastic Highway
Department warriors for Quality Performance with Optimum Results. That is the economic
weapon we can all use to achieve MCC, ALL working as team partners together in my
AMERICAN STYLE CAPITALISM. I call it my MCC Civilization! Sounds impossible! Judge it for
yourselves! Email your Judgement to newmiddleclasscapitalism@gmail.com.
This, after the 2008 Recession that really angered me, is the result of ten years of Research
and Development for a fair Capitalist Economic System that is carefully designed to provide
balanced wealth and benefits that truly are Of, For, and owned, controlled, and paid for BY
THE PEOPLE.

MiddleClassCapitalism.com and NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com
#MiddleClassCapitalismNow!

THE SECULAR and RELIGIOUS Symbiosis Equation
My book is scientifically designed of, for, and owned and controlled by the people. It is
scientifically designed to defeat the wicked iniquitous. If MCC happens, it will, without any
scientific question, change the world on a global spiral to universal compassionate goodness for
all peoples. Why and How are two important questions. Because MCC is designed scientifically,
using the actual “words” of Jesus, Pope Francis, and all ALWAYS equally good religious ministers
of all nonviolent religions. Together, all equally good Ministers, and all good values
Philosophers, and all Professors of, for, and by the goodness for all peoples provide the “words”
for the MCC design. Together those ministers of goodness, religious and secular, are the World
Peace Alliance, which scientifically and pragmatically will start the reversal of the world’s spin
toward evil and destruction, once and for all time!
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Why and how? This is the answer to that scientific equation: Simple. Because MCC is designed
with the words of all good ministers and good economic science to place ECONOMIC POWER in
the hands Of, For, and owned and controlled By the People. We the People are the 7 billion
middle class workers, disabled and poor in the world! That is 7 billion individual digits of
independent synergetic economic PEOPLE POWER. That is a Simple scientific equation based on
Simple math and economic and physics science, folks. With a little common logic and good
values sense of humanity added for good accurate measure.
Dateline 4414 NS-MCC-YSW-GBB. The Noble Spirit of Middle Class Capitalism - Your Space
World Government Big Business Universal Communications Internet and MCC developed in
early 21st Century, and still going strong throughout the Universe Epic Story.
THE MCC SOLUTION
Creation of The Giant MCC People’s Global Corporation
If the most powerful economic force ever in the world, the GIANT GLOBAL CORPORATION,
controlled by a few very wealthy persons, can amass and control the greatest amount of
wealth in the history of the world, why can’t all of US, We the People, the 99%, all 7 billion of
US middle class workers, poor and disabled, simply unite together economically with our own
labor and capital resources in our own GIANT GLOBAL CORPORATION to be the most
powerful economic force ever in the world hereafter? The People’s Solution is WE CAN, and
WE MUST! This is a summary overview of my vision, philosophy, and the good defeating the
evil wicked iniquitous, the story of my DWI Books and websites MCC equation.
WE ALL CAN simply join together and Own Our Own GIANT GLOBAL CORPORATION. Our
combined assets, always individually owned assets by each of us, are by definition of science,
math, numbers and power THE PEOPLE’S ECONOMIC SOLUTION. Joined economically together,
by definition, we are the most powerful economic force ever in the history of the world. We the
People, the massive majority of all of US, can then achieve our own individual Economic
Independence for ourselves, our families and our friends. We the People really can right now
unite economically in OUR OWN POWERFUL GIANT GLOBAL CORPORATION.
Together we will literally own and control our own corporation’s micro-economy, controlled BY
US, the PEOPLE! All without government or Wall Street control or political wars, we can
ourselves achieve OUR OWN Prosperity and Justice for ALL of US in a beautiful world. Together
we control OUR OWN POWERFUL GIANT GLOBAL CORPORATION. TOGETHER, WE ARE THE
MOST POWERFUL ECONOMIC FORCE ON EARTH. Together by majority vote of the Middle-Class
Capitalism people’s global corporation, we will approve our corporation’s MCC President, CEO
and Board of Directors, and the policies of the corporation. That is our own pure and fair
capitalist democracy.
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Again, after the 2008 Great Recession I was very angry at the amount of economic devastation
caused by Wall Street, in cooperation with a Republican-controlled government and the
wealthy. Hundreds of millions of middle-class working people and the poor and disabled were
devastated in America and around the world, caused by the Republican government, Wall
Street and the wealthy tax reductions and benefits.
As a former career civil servant, I always worked with and for all citizens, of all cities, counties,
the state of New Mexico and America. As a Republican, I felt angry and BETRAYED by the
Republican Party that clearly worked to divide the country, with McConnell, the self-described
GRIM REAPER leading the Republican party since 2008, when President Obama was elected,
right after the Great Recession. The Obama-Biden Administration, as a matter of fact, led us
steadily and securely out of the 2008 recession, with steady, solid economic growth for America
and our allies working together. This was all after the 2008 Recession caused economic
devastation for people everywhere in America and around the world.
Middle-Class Capitalism is completely controlled by the 99%. Together WE the People are
Middle-Class Capitalism. WE the People are the working middle class, and the less fortunate
poor and disabled people, by definition. All 7 billion of us around the world have been
struggling economically for years with the greatest wealth in world history controlled by only a
very wealthy few. The economic power and wealth controlled by the few, escalated around the
new 1980s economic era for the wealthy starting in America and spreading globally during the
recessions of the 1980’s and then the Great Recession of 2008, and now the most devastating
economic crisis in modern history, the global pandemic Corona virus. The wealth gap between
the middle class and poor started and has continued to widen since then, while the giant global
corporations and the world’s wealthy have become the wealthiest ever in history.
The wealthy are richer now mainly because of the trillions of dollars of TAX REDUCTIONS and
SPECIAL BENEFITS for them and their corporations, all at the expense of the rest of us that
pay huge taxes every year, and most of us struggle to live.
After the 2008 recession I finally understood that my party, the Republicans, often joined by
some of the Democrats, are the leaders in always strongly promoting and legislating laws for
the wealthy. These laws are often to the detriment of us, the middle-class workers, poor and
disabled in a world of the greatest wealth ever. I finally understood that my former Republican
party was the merchants for Wall Street and the rich. My Republican party always pushed our
government legislators to pass favorable laws for the wealthy, and these were strongly
promoted by all Republicans.
And all has worsened since then, worse than ever NOW with this dangerous, deadly pandemic
virus. This virus, along with other healthcare costs and their continued deadly consequences,
have been factually proven to worsen due to very poor Trump National Leadership. Legal
measures provided by the American Pandemic Parameters and specified by the CDC left all
states, cities, counties and schools to provide their own specific actions for their citizens’ safety.
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Fact: Many Americans are now unable to afford even basic healthcare coverage or the costs of
food and shelter, and many will go bankrupt. Tens of millions already did go bankrupt, lost their
homes and their jobs because of poor government leadership. This 2020 virus has already
escalated in America, with no known end in sight, with hundreds of millions suffering the
economic and health consequences.
Mostly FOX news and Republican promotions, with no adequate central Presidential,
Republican, government or legislative leadership, uses rhetoric that falsely denies facts and
science and often blames it all on DEMOCRAT HOAXES and WITCH HUNTS, almost all LIES,
Propaganda and misinformation. We cannot abide a President that prefers constant lies to the
truth, PERIOD! Trump generally denies facts, pandemic virus science and economics and has no
central national leadership, an absolute necessity to be able to stabilize, using virus science and
economics, and slowly restart our economy.
Future Trumpism and Trumplicans, with the continued lies and chaos they bring, will enable
and ensure national supremacy, continued American and global racism, and the escalation of
dictatorships around the world. America will essentially become a dictatorship like so many
third-world countries. It will continue to grow and spread around the world, destroying
democracies, which will be replaced by brutal dictatorships. The world economy will be
controlled by only a few oligarchs who control the world’s countries and societies. This process
has already begun under Trump’s term. Growing national supremacy creates and escalates
racism. The fatally contaminated cyber-Internet and global pandemic, together with global
racism, are the dangerous ingredients for American and global destruction.
Again, I was just a very ordinary college student and career character until the Great Recession
of 2008 changed my life and my understanding of government legislators, laws, Wall Street and
the wealthy global financial-economics connections. I finally understood that these trillions and
trillions of tax dollar reductions, these annual TAX REDUCTIONS for the wealthy and their
corporations, were a primary factor in the massive National Debt we all pay for.
During the 2020 Economic Recession, much like the 2008 Recession, the National Debt will
grow to be over $25 Trillion dollars of TAX REDUCTIONS DEBT we must all pay for. This has
caused huge deficits, because of these massive tax cuts for the wealthy and giant global
corporations. These trillions of tax cuts for the wealthy now cause all of us to pay over $500
Billion of our taxes for interest for loans mostly to other countries due mostly to the wealth tax
reductions spanning over 40 years. Those are huge tax dollars We the People must pay for tax
reductions for the wealthiest, and for the huge interest on that debt. Our tax dollars subsidize
the government services we all pay for. Those wealthy tax reductions are our dollars that we
the people, the middle class and less fortunate, cannot use for budget deficit reduction and to
be able to provide more government services. I also understand, as every American should, that
no democratic capitalist country in the world is a socialist country.
Simply stated, I finally understood that the struggling middle class and less fortunate people
everywhere were paying huge taxes from their own income, almost 40% of our income for our
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income taxes, to subsidize trillions of dollars of tax breaks for the rich and giant global
corporations. These tax dollars are all no longer available for government services for the 99%,
for all of us who pay taxes in lieu of the wealthy trillions of reductions of taxes. We all pay for
Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, healthcare, highways, military security, economic national
security, and much more we the people NEED for us, the majority of people on earth.
Government services, that the wealthy usually do not need, the 99% mostly pay for. That is
what has caused our huge budget deficits. We all pay for the government services we NEED, in
our DEMOCRATIC CAPITALIST (not socialist) GOVERNMENT and DEMOCRATIC CAPITALIST
AMERICA AND OUR ALLIED COUNTRIES. We are all Capitalist Democracies, with our citizens
paying huge taxes for their government services. WE in America are absolutely not socialist or
communist, like Russia and China, Saudi Arabia or the Philippines, countries that Trump and his
loyal followers seem to love and are enabling in America and around the world today.
Today, THE PEOPLE face the most dangerous period in the history of the world with the three
deadly viruses (3DV): Global Disease; Global Racism; and a very dangerously contaminated,
virus-infested fraudulent and misinformation-ridden WWW INTERNET. It can and will destroy
the world, if not replaced as soon as possible. The only solution is Of, For and owned and
controlled BY THE PEOPLE, to do it ourselves with our own Middle-Class Capitalism.
Again, the people’s global corporation is the most powerful economic force on earth.
Therefore, if WE the 99%, the 7 billion working middle-class people, poor people and disabled
people, are by definition part of our own corporation, WE the PEOPLE are by our numbers, 7
billion of US, by definition and economic strength, the most powerful economic force on earth.
That is the basis for the definition, map and compass for all of US to achieve our own prosperity
and justice in a safe and clean, beautiful world. That is the definition of Middle-Class Capitalism
for all, in partnership with the wealthy! This companion booklet, along with my Defeat of the
Wicked Iniquitous, my 2020 award-winning book, along with my Technical Book at
MiddleClassCapitalism.com and NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com websites, explain how it all
works for all of us in the real world of today. –WCW

The VISION, PURPOSE AND PHILOSOPHY that is
THE DEFEAT OF THE WICKED INIQUITOUS
It is all Illustrated and presented in my 2020 Award-Winning Book in Economics and
Environment. It is an integral part of my MiddleClassCapitalism.com and
NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com websites. To better understand my “good defeats evil
with a real new economic concept” book, I will provide you a closer look at it, along with
my website MiddleClassCapitalism.com (MCC).
The book is a parody of the MadEvil Era, using fictional characters to illustrate the true
and factual news of our modern era. I can assure you my book and connected MCC
website provides the ONLY REAL political, economic, corporate and governing
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solutions that no book ever written has provided! And these are all very real POSITIVE
WORKING SOLUTIONS for the world's 99%, the 7 billion people living in today's very
dangerous, divided, VIRUS-RIDDEN chaotic world.
You should also read and see the link at my MCC website home page below the
introduction, called the new people's CYBER-SECURE YOUR SPACE WORLD and
GBB global parallel INTERNETS. The MCC-YSW-GBB is defined and illustrated in my
2020 award winning book. It can and will, I can guarantee you scientifically, as an
expert in all these areas, do as I claim it does in the real world. It provides real solutions,
that I can prove, given the chance to do so.
Several prototypes for all these government-corporation-people partnership solutions
and business ownership coalitions are provided to illustrate the positive solutions for the
99%. Some in the book include the New Mexico Wild West World Theme Park and
Culture Centers, a State-Corporation-New Mexico Citizen Partnership; The Expedited
Energy Unit Transfer Renewable Energy Government-Corporate-People’s Global
Partnership; The Papa’s Toyhouse Builders for Family-Kiddos-Neighbors Fun and
Fellowship, always promoting GOOD MCC Family and Corporate-Building GOOD
VALUES; The Snappy Vested Apparel Global Corporation, the new economic warriors
global apparel fad; The Regional Economic Warriors Training Coalition Partnerships;
The Amazon, Twitter, Google, and Global Retail-Wholesale Partnerships that replace
Facebook; and most global wholesale-retail corporations in partnerships with WE the
People.
The DWI book features the Declaration of Economic Independence for July 4, 2020.
Well, maybe by July 4, 2021, or 2022, when the world understands the middle-class
capitalism solution will this launch be possible. The MCC solutions benefit everyone,
mostly working from home during any menacing virus, without political wars and
economic power and rule by the wealthy. These MCC solutions are real, and they
actually speak for themselves if you take time to read and understand them in the focus
and context of our real world.
For a full understanding of Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC, you must also read the
ESSENTIAL interconnected companion MiddleClassCapitalism.com website that
includes my downloadable free PDF Technical Book. It is the basis for my fiery dramatic
true-fiction good defeats evil by the 99%, 2020 book awards in Economics and
Environment. My book is specifically designed to be read in every language and culture,
and it is designed to benefit the 99% and the wealthy through THE PEOPLE’S
CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS. I urge you to read it with the FOCUS of this MCC
Companion Booklet right now, along with my websites, MiddleClassCapitalism.com and
NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com and Flitter.Love, that replaces Twitter. “Fly with
Flitter.LOVE, rather than a nasty twitter.” Flitter.LOVE is edited by the People’s
Corporation for truth and facts and civility as core values of all MCC member-owners.
This book is also designed to be the one and only defining book of our current era,
using dramatic fictional characters to deliver the truth and facts of our modern era, with
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real solutions and a new focus in the MadEvil Era of the 3 Deadly Viruses, featured here
in the MCC Companion Booklet.
PLEASE STAY SAFE! The 3 Deadly Viruses can kill you! This Companion Book to my
award-winning book Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous, or the DWI BOOK, is the defining
REAL SOLUTION to Defeat the Wicked Iniquitous! These MCC publications are
designed to be the sensational, fiery, GOOD that defeats EVIL. It is a dramatic brilliant
illustration of the very REAL SOLUTIONS we need today to defeat the 3 Deadly Viruses
of today: Disease, Racism, and the fatally contaminated Cyber Internet.
Rampant disinformation, fraud, and massive global destruction can be accomplished
now at the push of a button, destroying everything everywhere that requires a computer,
a phone, utility, military and healthcare systems all over the world. It can ONLY be
defeated by We the People with our OWN people-owned cyber-secure Internet called
YOUR SPACE WORLD in our very real MCC Economic System. Together WE the
PEOPLE are the definition of Middle-Class Capitalism. Everything we depend on for
EVERYTHING WE DO EVERYDAY DEPENDS ON COMPUTERS AND PHONES,
AND I DON'T HAVE TO TELL YOU THE READER THAT, as it all speaks for itself. My
2020 BOOK AWARD-WINNER IN ECONOMICS provides THE ONE AND ONLY
SOLUTION. –
The Civil, Decent Honest Liberty Eagle Character Represents all Presidential Candidates
OF
Good Character and Good Values
OF
Good Universal Government and Good Corporate Responsibility
An Academic Economic Speech to all Universities, Student Associations, and Economic and
Political Science Associations of America, by Presidential Candidate Liberty Eagle on February
17, 2020, President's Day:
THE UNIVERSAL PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF GOVERNMENT & CORPORATIONS
Of, For and BY the People is always the governing rule of responsibility for government and
corporations. The 99% overwhelming majority of people are the working middle class, the poor,
the elderly, and the disabled. The Universal Primary Responsibility (UPR) of all Governments
and Corporations is to provide the labor, services and products that are of, for and by the
people. Universal PR for all those people that provide the labor and money {taxes} to run
government for their lives and families; and, for those people that provide the labor and
money, or buy stocks to run every corporation. Therefore, the Universal Primary Responsibility
of every government and every corporation is to those who provide the labor and money to run
those organizations in the best possible way, always with optimal good values and ethics to
serve the people, to benefit the 99% large majority of people that are the working middle class,
the poor, the elderly and the disabled people's lives and their families, and the guarantee of a
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living wage to ensure the opportunity for prosperity for all. See the technical book at Middle
Class Capitalism.com for all the technical details.
And therefore, in order to pay for all labor, services and products for government and
corporations, it is the Primary Responsibility (PR) for them to always be fiscally responsible,
always with balanced budgets to provide the labor, products and services. It is therefore the
Primary Responsibility, the PR, of every government and every corporation to provide sufficient
taxes for products and services the people need and want for government, usually in the range
of 5% for products and services purchased by all the people for government. And it must also
be the Primary Responsibility, the PR, for all persons purchasing stock to run corporations, to
also pay in the range of 5% for their stocks to provide a living wage in every region for every
person providing their labor for every large corporation, which is any corporation or business
with a net annual income of $One Million dollars. Stocks are used to determine the value of a
corporation. Based on roughly $50 Trillion dollars in USA annual Stock Valuation, a 5% stock
trading fee that guarantees a living wage for all the people providing labor in their region for all
working middle class provides approximately $2.5 Trillion to provide living wages, and
assistance to the poor and disabled in all regions purchasing their services and products. See
NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com for more details.
To set the example for Universal Corporate Responsibility, The People's Corporation, the
Independent People's International Enterprise, is the only corporation designed Of, For and
owned and controlled BY the People. IT includes all small business, and all other persons with
less than $One million dollars net annual income. IT provides a prosperity fee of 5% on all
corporate stocks, to guarantee a living wage in every region of COG-CO stores, both on-line and
on-land, and to also ensure prosperity with economic security for all MCC members and their
families. And I am therefore also proposing The World Peace Alliance (WPA), as a partnership
with the MCC economic system, to further ensure peaceful coexistence with a living wage for
all, and peace and economic security for all, regardless of religion, race or culture, in a nonviolent new beautiful world. Details of the WPA can be seen in the MCC Technical Book at the
MCC website!
The First American Dictator Trump, aka DWI’s President Frump
MCC-YSW-GBB BLOG DATELINE 2-5-2020.
America is now a Putin-Style Presidential Dictatorship. Frump and Poutine secretly vow to help
each other get elected. Virtually every strategy and tactic of vintage Soviet leaders, including
false propaganda, replacing every top level and two or three levels down in every department
of American government with 100% loyal people that will do virtually anything Frump says is
legal (or not). How is this possible, you ask? Because based on AG Low Barr's opinions, not laws,
a President "can do anything they want and cannot be indicted."
And McConnell, Senate Majority Leader and self-proclaimed Grim Reaper, and ALMOST EVERY
FRUMPLICAN LOYAL CULT MEMBER OF THE US SENATE made him a real US Dictator. They all
enabled and endorsed Trump’s clearly illegal activity as President, as stated in the
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impeachment trial and in the Mueller Report. It was a very credible and legitimate
impeachment trial prosecuted by the Democratic House of Representatives from throughout
America. Because the US AG says anything a President wants is legal, according to presidential
dictate Trump was not removed from office.
The historically incorrect Republican Senate Acquittal has now set an AMERICAN LEGAL
PRECEDENT for all AGs, that a President can do anything he wants. That, in fact, is the definition
of dictators, to achieve complete control of any country with 100% undisputed loyalty of all
employees and supporters throughout their country. They have and will continue to punish
every enemy. All dictators get rid of all of those that are not loyal, and all opposing persons and
rivals. Dissenters are ALL enemies of DICTATORS and KINGS.
Kings and dictators always use lies and propaganda to defy truth and laws. Trump and his
Republican enablers, like a cult, often defy the US Constitution with lies and disinformation. For
example, Lt. Colonel Alexander Vindman, with an outstanding military career, serving as an
expert on Russia and Ukraine in the Trump administration, testified truthfully in Congress
against Trump’s efforts to use other foreign countries against his Democrat opponent in the
2020 election. There is currently massive interference by Russia in the 2020 election, as
confirmed by the Trump-appointed FBI Director. Colonel Vindman used truth and facts, and
along with and his brother, served AMERICA in an honorable, decent way with excellent career
records. Both were then fired by Trump.
Even a large-dollar contributor to Trump, a loyalist operative EU Ambassador Gordon Sonland,
said Trump is "flushing out the pipes,” a known dictator's soviet-style revenge tactic to cleanse
America of all enemies, to include any and every other employee, or supporter, or any
American that opposes anything he says. And, of course, without any interference of the
legislature, which is now 100% compliant and subservient; or of the courts, because President
Trump cannot be indicted. He used his loyal AG, the “lowest Barr” in American history for this.
All is achieved now by American Dictator Traitor Trump, with the help of fellow dictator Putin,
other dictators and all Republican Enablers! 10-26-20. --WCW
A Brief Overview of The Fictional Illustration
OF
The MCC Companion Book’s DWI Book DRAMA:
The Hoax and Witch-infused FRUMPLICAN Cult!
The Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous, or just the DWI Book, is written by the spirit of any
simple middle-class capitalist ghost of the recent past, those that have suffered or died,
all because of The Frumplican Enablers of the Hoaxters and B-Witchers of the
FRUMPLICAN VIPer Party and the TRILLS (the trillionaire’s invisible empire). This loyal
cult of Frumplicans is led by their blind ignorance, featuring the guaranteed GREATEST
EVER chief Hoaxter and B-Witcher of all time. The one and only greatest ever lying con
VIPer and his VIPer FRUMPICAN PARTY, with HYPer Enabler’s AG LOW Barr, the
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HYPer Enabler-In-Chief the Senate Leader’s self-described GRIM REAPER, and the
WOLF NEWS NETWORK, the all-powerful Frumplican’ GLOBAL PROPAGANDA
ENABLER! (A VIPer is a Very Important Person, aka a viper snake, labelled this by
MCC Economic Warriors)
As the Loyal Frumplicans and TRILLS (Trillionaire Empire) march together down the
dark black abyss of the flames of HELL, they are led by the

VIPer

himself, along with the very elusive sinister most evil of all:
COBRA, EMPEROR OF THE TRILL EMPIRE!

This is the story of the evil, lying American President called Ronald Frump, and the
defeat of this wicked iniquitous, besieging the world in the shadowy midst of the fog of
FRUMPLAND AND THE AXX-MAN FRUMPLICAN VIPER KING AND HIS LOYAL
VIPER FRUMPLICAN FOLLOWERS!
The VIPER KING AXX Man Political Cartoon follows.
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Dateline 12-6-20: The current state of affairs:

Viper Con Trump is the King of fake psychic numbing. He has
numbed his obedient loyal Vipers that beg for the Viper King’s
reality that only his fake witchy words must be followed blindly
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and obediently! OR … they are dumped as useless GOPs behind
the Don train, as the Don’s train smokestack of lies creates his fog
of Viper fake Reality. Don Traitors are all Axxed! They are all the
enemy! They are no longer welcome on the Axx Man’s train in the
shady Trump viper swamp of the Axx Mans Trump-World Trump
Land! In the shady Viper swamp, there grows the most dangerous
virus ever, other than the 2020 Covid virus. The Axx Man’s Viper
Virus of fake witchery that divides us all in the pursuit of civil war
against all Viper enemies. The Viper Traitors are all of those that
are not psychically numbed to the strict obedient Con Viper Kings
every word of fake witchery. A dangerous killer virus that can
destroy us all! But there is an alternative solution:
THE AUTHOR’S VISION AND PHILOSOPHY
The modern world today in the twenty first century of the 2nd millennium is not
sustainable without providing economic power to the masses, the 99%, the 7 billion
working middle class, poor and disabled. Middle-Class Capitalism is the definitive
solution for We the People, united economically with our own labor and resources to
achieve our own PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL in a safe and clean beautiful
world. It is easily achieved in today’s modern world using the most powerful and safe
economic weapons in the history of the world. THE GLOBAL CORPORATION, with a
safe and cyber-secure global Internet, all owned by the people.
The problem with almost anything new, anything never before done, like airplanes and
computers, is that most people initially will not believe. Anything new, particularly any
new kind of capitalist economic system that is a real change in the world’s economic
order and power, such as MCC, initially will not be believed possible. But it is. The
solution to the problem is simply using our own open minds we each have, to objectively
understand middle-class capitalism is for all of us.
One must first try to completely clear one’s mind of any biases, particularly religious,
racial or economic biases, because Middle-Class Capitalism is a GLOBAL ECONOMIC
PARTNERSHIP OF ALL PEOPLE. MCC is by definition all persons of all religions or
none, and all races and all cultures in all the world, united economically. It is an
economically balanced system, controlled by the masses of people, the 99%, the 7
billion of us, in a balanced economic equilibrium people’s global corporation.
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It is also designed as an economically balanced equilibrium partnership with the
wealthy. Middle-Class Capitalism, or MCC, is by definition all of US united economically
in a very civil competitive economic platform and foundation, secured by Middle-Class
Capitalist ownership of the new guaranteed cyber-secure YOUR SPACE WORLD
Internet. It is simply a new series of clean and safe servers, creating millions of new
profit centers and stores, with millions of new living wage jobs throughout the world.
Providing ONLY LIVING WAGE JOBS FOR ALL EMPLOYEES OF OUR OWN MCC
CORPORATION guarantees we will compete with each other honestly, ethically and
civilly as a corporate policy for all of us. It provides equity and fairness in all middleclass capitalism for the prosperity and to provide healthcare for all of us.
MCC simply provides us all our own Compass and Map to achieve the trip together. The
Middle-Class Capitalism technical definition for the cyber, computer and economic
academics is:
“Our own independent ECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM fueled by synergetic
UNIVERSAL INTEGRATED CAPITALIST COMPETITION of the working middle
class, poor and disabled, in a balanced economic partnership with the wealthy.”
All MCC jobs require a living wage for all employees in the people’s corporation. If you
get it, you will spend it. That is the definition of an optimally stable and secure economy,
with optimum prosperity for all of us MCC members, all 99%, all 7 billion of us very, very
strong people united economically. United people’s economic power obviously provides
the prosperity for our own individual economic independence and prosperity and for the
healthcare systems we build for ourselves, our families, and our communities in our own
corporation. Such pure people economic individual power within our own corporation is
a kind of corporate people power like never before.
The MCC people’s corporation is the most powerful economic force ever created for us.
It is designed for us and is developed for and by us to use the newest technology, like
the new cyber-secure YOUR SPACE WORLD global Internet we can and must own
together, based on our individual percentage of contributions of labor and capital, and
using our micro-economic corporation as our own economic system, designed for the
economic, healthful and quality living benefits for us ALL.

The Start and Conclusion of the MCC Companion Booklet
I decided the best way, maybe the only way to introduce to the world a completely new
economic concept is to write a fiery dramatic book that people will love, to understand,
illustrate and define the new concept. My book is a sensational drama of good defeating evil,
good government over bad government and good corporations over bad corporations, always
with good ethics and values. It is a book designed for readers to, first of all, enjoy reading. Then
my hope is that all readers will learn, understand, discuss, scrutinize, judge for yourself, and
most importantly love the new MCC concept.
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I use very dramatic good and evil characters, many resembling real people, some very real
parallels, and mostly true real news stories. The reader can decide for themselves what is real
and what is fiction, based on their own experience of today’s world.
The Concept is Middle-Class Capitalism or MCC. My DWI Book; MCC Companion Book; MCC
Technical Book; and all links and narratives at MiddleClasscapitalism.com and
NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com are all interrelated. Together they provide the Map, the
Compass and the Destination to achieve MCC.
It is always available, and mostly downloadable and free, for every reader to fully understand
MCC. MCC is All of the People, the 99%, the 7 Billion of All of US coming together economically.
WE are Middle-Class Capitalism. United economically, WE THE PEOPLE are Middle-Class
Capitalism by definition and design. Together we are by all science, facts and reality, in the
spirit of good values of major philosophers and religious leaders, the most powerful economic
force in the world. Together we can and we must achieve our own Economic Power, Prosperity
and Justice in our own safe, clean, beautiful world. That is the real result of Middle-Class
Capitalism.

HOW DOES MIDDLE-CLASS CAPITALISM WORK?
One of the most misunderstood dynamics of MCC is how these huge, most powerful of all
retail international giant crony corporations like Walmart will negotiate, and then be
partners with the Independent People’s International Corporation. How will there be
billions of people joining? All sounds remarkable on the surface. Also, how does Your Space
World actually eliminate Facebook entirely, and how and why does MCC do it ALL?
This is exactly how and why and must be clearly understood by our readers. In the DWI
book, Susy explains her idea to Berto, who helps convert Susy’s more technical business
lingo into easily understood wording for everyone to understand. All occurs in their
sensational dramatic new book Defeat of the Wicked Iniquitous. But for now, NEO-Warriors,
this is the more technical dynamic synergistic version.
Stocks vs. Investment Loans & Synergetic Universal Value Expansion (SUV-E’s).
Simply, after billions of qualified working class and poor persons (qualified = < $1 Million
Net Annual Income) find out they will get an unconditional free share, with no strings
attached, except for using biometric and GPS on-line recognition, they will all join. They all
have nothing to lose and will join as stockholders, as soon as they can get to a computer
and join via the existing Internet. There are NO MEMBERSHIP FEES to join. Their stock will
be transparently vested, due to initial free stock value without capital support for initial
payment of stock value. The joining stock was free, so they have nothing to lose by joining
initially with no other fees. Almost all qualified middle working class and poor members
will join internationally as they hear about it. All they need is access to a computer, to join
and train as a NEO-Warrior.
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“Nothing to lose, and Prosperity and Justice in a Beautiful World to gain” is what will be
marketed to every NEO-Warrior everywhere, and that is what Susy and Berto say to the
Trainers. “This is your GUM, your Good Ulterior Motives, your free share SWORD, which is
your Independent NEO-Warrior Weapon, and this is your NEO-Warrior Training Book that
trains us all to Defeat the Wicked iniquitous Trills and their loyal Minions. All with the
complete training and full support of Our People’s International Corporation, go forth ALL
courageous NEO-Warriors, as you are about to slay the most powerful Trills of them ALL.”
This companion book is always featured for free in Your Own Space, in your own Space
World International Internet. “With these non-violent but lethal economic weapons and
your MCC Games understanding, go forth now with all of your fellow warriors, always with
love and respect for each other. And ALL TOGETHER, but independently fighting in your
home or village, economically slay those evil bastard Trills and their foolish dumb minions
today and forever!” So, say all our heroes, all our warriors, Susy and Berto, and all our MCC
heroes for everyone to understand and love!
The “partnership training” continues: “Stocks are vested only until the corporation is
operational and is receiving sufficient operational income from wealthy and Wall Street
and other LOAN investors. I emphasize LOANS, as only members that are NEO-Warriors
who by definition must join their International Corporation with less than one million
dollars in net yearly income. It is ALL in the spirit of Partnership with the already wealthy
wholesaler and other already very wealthy Partners. These wholesale corporations provide
the cheapest products, and the best negotiated interest rate loans to the People’s
International Corporation. On the other hand, ALL MCC Stock Investors must be NEOWarrior Members.
With the wealthy investor loans, The People’s Corporation can almost immediately expand
operations internationally. Stock values will start to skyrocket, and the People’s
Corporation can expeditiously, with pure synergy, easily afford to stay profitable. They are
able to pay out their stock values shortly after starting, for those that need it. However,
very low interest loans are available through their own People’s Corporation as a better
alternative than selling stock, for all credible economic hardships of NEO-Warriors.
With this pure synergy they are all steadily and actually gaining real capital equity value,
just because of the number of stockholders joining. Billions in the first year alone. That
alone will propagate optimal wealthy loan investment. Those with free shares will begin
buying more as the value of their free share skyrockets and cascades, with pure synergetic
Value Expansion. That itself energizes those loan investors and member stockholders to all
invest in Your Space World, and the entire People’s International Corporation. So
synergistically, the wealthy loan providers compete with the best interest rates in the
People’s Corporation to provide loans with the highest and most expeditious payback to
the wealthy loan investors. They will receive a constant but steadily increasing payback, as
The People’s Corporation’s general and premium stock values steadily rise. These
transparent corporate business stock values skyrocket, and future profit projections
factually make it all credible, with pure economic synergistic energy. The initial loan
investors will expedite making it all happen as soon as possible, as their loans are assured
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initially by the skyrocketing values, with rising stock sales everywhere internationally. The
initial wealthy loan investors will get in line to invest in MCC and Your Space World and
develop a solid Partnership with The People’s Corporation.
This includes the giant carbon energy producers, that will, with equitable government
profit incentives, deliver wholesale renewable energy products at the least expense, for the
People’s International Corporation for their NEO-Warriors to sell for their own profits in
their own Cog-Co international retail stores, both on-line and on-land. That provides even
more retail renewable energy products for sale in the MCC members’ on-line and on-land
stores. All renewable retail products they all sell increase the profits of their skyrocketing
stock values for Cascading Optimum Profits (COPs) for ALL, to include profits for
renewable energy for buildings and homes everywhere for a beautiful world, with
independent renewable energy savings on all of their independent individual homes and
businesses and malls and hotels, etc. This creates even more MCC profit centers for ALL
MCC members that are buying stock in their own on-line and on-land profit centers for
MCC members only. All as guaranteed by their member MCC NETWORK GUARDIANS.
The RESULTS are MCC members’ energy, profits and savings for all MCC members who buy
or sell any Cog-CO retail products, to include the renewable energy products that are
provided. All provide equitable profits for wholesale corporations, including the carbon
energy companies that provide wholesale products, to include renewable energy products,
to the People’s International Corporation. The cheapest wholesale prices of wholesale
products, goods and services are provided to every single MCC member from anywhere in
the world, or usually to a coalition of NEO-Warrior members in their regions, to build and
operate the People’s retail Cog-CO on-land and on-line retail stores, always with full
management and operational support from their mother company, The People’s
International Corporation.
The same MCC system works for all the giant crony retail corporations like Walmart and
Amazon. They will compete with other wholesale corporations to provide the cheapest
wholesale products, goods and services for the People’s International Corporation. Why?
Because the billions of MCC members will now own most of the retail stores
internationally. It wasn’t even a fair fight. with billions of middle working-class people now
the NEO-Warriors of The People’s International Corporation. These former crony
international wholesaler retailers cannot compete with the massive numbers of MCC
members buying premium stock in all their retail stores on-line and on-land.
So former giant wholesale crony corporations will then be partners together in a BIPARTISAN CORPORATE CIVIL PARTNERSHIP, with the People’s International Corporation
and the supportive government World Peace Alliance. All occurs with democratic free
governments, wealthy carbon transfer to renewable energy corporations, and ALL with
billions of working middle class and the formerly poor 7.5 billion people.
The former giant retailers and Facebook will be no more, with the sensational Your Space
World Internet and cyber free international social network, all with a mountain of equity
generating work centers for all the MCC members. Facebook is eliminated almost overnight
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and begins to negotiate with their leftover international social media infrastructure, if any,
that does not include any of their cyber poison-infested computer systems or servers.
Facebook might initiate civil negotiations that benefit the People’s own virus-free Your
Space World as a possible partner with the People’s Corporation. This will happen almost
overnight with just the marketing of Your Space World. Most NEO-warriors will buy
general stock in their own Your Space World, initially, as well as their premium stock for
their on-land and on-line stores.
“In summary, it is all done in an International Partnership that works for ALL, including the
rich, just as it says in the Declaration of Economic Independence, now signed by most of
our 7.5 billion people on earth,” say Susy and Berto in the year 2025, when the
international Your Space World Internet becomes a reality. All people are happy as they
stroll through the People’s Market Centers and parks across the street.
Now ALL international citizens enjoy expeditious returns on their loans, structured to pay
back higher amounts as the stock values soar. It is actually started with the initial wealthy
loan investors, in partnership with all the MCC stock investors who see their stock values
rising. That creates the SUVEs, or Synergetic Universal Value Expansions for both wealthy
loan investors and MCC stock investors. It is really just very simple growth economics,
along with the 5-cent government stock fees, for all non-MCC members, and 5-cent stock
fees for NEO-Warriors, that all also receive their profits from their steadily growing stock
values, in their own international company. ALL with optimal expedited MCC warriors in
the billions, with free starter shares in their own company, which is simply all a part of the
SUVEs.
The wealthy crony corporations and wealthy loan investors actually partner with the MCC
owner-member partners. And that makes it all happen in reality. MCC members’ stock
values, or SUVs, expeditiously cascade and rise with pure synergy, now building the most
powerful People’s Corporation on earth. Now every member can afford it and, with their
own corporation’s support, they will almost all buy more stock, and the wealthy investors
love their constant stable loan interest pay-back returns.
Wealthy crony corporations like Walmart and Amazon, will then have no alternative except
to be a partner with the People’s Corporation members, because all their employees now
work as members of MCC. They ALL receive living wages in their regions of every country,
and they will all invest in their corporation, with their stock values always expeditiously
steadily rising in value.
“A WIN – WIN for ALL, in reality. And the economy will flourish as people everywhere now
have cash in their pockets to spend everywhere. That is MCC Economics, plain and simple,
for the middle working class, the formerly poor, and the wealthy. All is a result of the
Declaration of Economic Independence in a large area next to the Atlantic Ocean, near
Hollywood, California in the year 2022,” says the Noble Spirit and Papa, in the year 4414.

The New CYBER-SECURE Your Space World Internet
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Your Space World, or YSW, is the global social network with equity-building virtual dream
worlds anyone can build, along with limitless profit centers for MCC Warriors’ retail online
stores. After its official launch, YSW replaced Facebook almost overnight. The entire world
had major issues with Facebook’s cyber-security problems. False propaganda,
advertisements and “trolls’” postings caused continual and increasing havoc. YSW resolved
all such problems. Your YSW social network and economic security are also guaranteed in
your extraordinary new safe and secure cyberspace world. Everyone from anywhere in the
world can join at no cost and receive their Space Home or Business as a member-user
online.
You are about to enter Your Space World and take a wonderful and exciting journey
throughout your new cyberspace universe! Everyone can own their own cyber Space Home
or cyber Space Business in the vast cyberspace universe of Your Space World. In this new
world, everyone can prosper as they build real cash equity in their spectacular beautiful
Space Home. You can invite anyone you want to Your Space, or Your Home on-line, just like
you would invite them to your own home for social networking and interaction with
friends.
Your Space World equity is equal to the value of your investment in stock in Your Space
World as it grows throughout the world. Any individual or business that joins receives their
free space and will also receive a free share of Your Space World enterprise stock. No one is
required to ever invest if they choose not to do so and can always enjoy just socializing in
their own Space Home. However, the real cash equity value of their Space Home or
Business will always grow in proportion to the amount they choose to invest in their own
worldwide Your Space International Enterprise.
There are many social and economic benefits of Your Space World. This social network is
also a simple economic concept. It is a new kind of self-reliant and self-sustaining social
space with an economic profit center called Your Home or Your Business. It empowers the
member-users to join together, with their safely affordable investments, to ensure growing
profits for all members. Together, members build their very own vast and highly profitable
social and economic Space World everywhere.
The Internal Biometric Secured Protection System
Fraud and identity theft have become one of the worst problems faced by Facebook, other
social networks, large and small businesses, governments and individuals everywhere. In
addition to socializing with friends or doing business online from Your Space Home or
Business, YSW members receive company profit sharing, stock values, and Your Home or
Your Business equity. Member-users also belong to a completely secure biometric identity
internal Internet, with an Internet protection guarantee plan for its members.
In summary, all members have their own Space Home or Business in their Space World,
with an enterprise guaranteed social and economic security protection system. Along with
other protection systems, YSW includes the Your Space biometric identity internal Internet
system. It is secured by personal fingerprints, eye scans or other biometric identification,
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coupled with a member’s actual GPS location, every time anyone uses the system. An
internal Internet protection guarantee is available to all member-users, along with a
protected Your Space World e-mail system.
Economic Security Protection Fund
Your Space World shares will provide your personal Economic Security Protection Fund for
a secure Space World. A guaranteed cyber-attack warranty is available and is specifically
designed to provide economic security and a bridge of economic support for all members
and users within its own enterprise internal system. This system provides profit sharing
funds from the members’ shares to help build each individual’s Economic Security
Protection Fund. The members can also receive low- or no-interest cash bridge funds and
credible restructured loans from the enterprise for legitimate economic hardships, secured
by the share value of Your Space Home or Business and/or your stock owned in the
enterprise. This will minimize most hardship cases while continuing to grow their profit in
their enterprise.
Building Your Space World Equity
All Space World members can actually build real cash equity and the most spectacular
spaces of all in Your Space World. Everyone gets their free Space Home and free enterprise
shares to start. It is a beautiful standard middle-class cyber home, with the choice of home
options. However, if they want to improve their home, or build a spectacular cyber space,
they can build almost any virtual business, home, mansion or empire of their dreams in
their space. For the most avid business, home, mansion or empire builders there are the
most advanced options. All are obtained from Your Space World with Space World Market
Prices. Can you imagine your beautiful spectacular virtual mansion, jet, cars and other
property in Your Space World?
The advanced options are for increasing the equity value of your Home Space, as you build
your mansion or your Empire in Your Space. Anyone can buy or sell their Home, or their
Empire with an appraisal based on their Space equity, or whatever the Space World real
estate market will actually bear. No one can own more than one Your Space World space at
a time, regardless of the size of their mansion or empire. You can also buy virtual jets,
yachts and any car you want with Your Space World shares, and those are all portable and
transferrable if you buy or sell your space or accessories.
Your Space World Investor Incentives
1. All of the profits Facebook used to have, as a similar social network, and much more.
Your Space World replaces Facebook almost overnight with the added cash profits and
benefits to all user-members.
2. The additional new profits of all investments of all Space World Home, Mansion, Empire
and other property Builders.
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3. The growing capital, building through the investment and vesting plan that delays cash
redemptions until the People’s Corporation is fully capitalized for cash payments to MCC
member-owner stock investors and wealthy loan investors.
4. The new YSW secure worldwide Internet will also have a full cyber security guarantee,
paid to Your Space World, with and by all of the new users. A guaranteed completely secure
online retail sales international platform, replacing Amazon, other online retailers and the
former Facebook. Use of the YSW with the security measures is free.
IMPORTANT INVESTORS NOTE: Only MCC member-owners, persons pledging their annual
income is less than one million dollars, can invest in YSW global stock. They can invest in
YSW general stock, after they receive their first free share of YSW global Internet stock in
their own MCC-YSW Independent People’s International Enterprise Corporation. MCC
member-owners will double their ownership with 100 free shares added with their first
purchase of 100 shares of MCC premium or general stock.
Wealthy investors, those having an annual income greater than one million dollars, can
invest in general stock in the parallel GBB global internet for Government and Big Business.
They all must register as GBB Internet members, having been vetted by biometric
registration with their MCC Biometric Cyber Secure Registration Key. Any such wealthy
individuals, Wall Street, government, and/or any giant global corporation can invest
dollars, not in stock, with large million-dollar or more investment loans, only in the GBB
Internet. The GBB Internet is also owned by the People’s Corporation.
Repayment of loans is based on capitalization of the People’s Corporation with sufficient
equity for repayment. All profits from the YSW and GBB Internets, both owned by the
People’s Corporation, are used for capitalization, support and training for all individual and
coalition member-owned retail stores and healthcare facilities owned by MCC membersowners. This includes dental and medical clinics, urgent care facilities and hospitals owned
by individual MCC member-owners. Ownership is based on the amount of premium MCC
stock they have purchased in these facilities, through their People’s Corporation. It also
provides a cash reserve in their People’s Corporation for all member-owners credible
hardship medical care costs.
The People’s Corporation Internet Advertising Networks (PC-Ads)
Only fully vetted registered NEO-Warrior advertisers can advertise on Your Space World
International Internet, YSW, and/or the companion Big Business-Government Internet,
BBG. All advertisers must be fully verified, vetted and pre-registered with the People’s
International Corporation to include their individualized full biometric-GPS Cyber Key
identification, and all other cyber-secure required advertising verification. Cyber security is
a top priority of the People’s International Corporation. There is absolute zero tolerance
even for any attempted cyber security violation, with permanent exclusion thereafter.
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PC Advertising
All advertising is done on the People’s International Corporation Advertising Search
Network. Advertisers can include individuals and/or coalitions of YSW NEO-Warriors
advertising their special virtual fantastic cyber spaces they have built, as well as products
for sale. This includes their individual Cog-Co online or Cog-Co on-land stores. The PC
Advertising and Search Network is completely owned by the People, and 90% of all profits
go the individual or coalitions of NEO-Cap Cog-Co online or on-land store owners in the
form of premium stock, after all corporate expenses are paid. 10% goes to the People’s
International Corporation premium and general stockholders’ individual Permanent
Security and Retirement Fund, or PSRF, accounts, based on their Corporate Contribution
Investment ratio index.
NEO-Warriors’ Permanent Security and Retirement Fund (PSRF)
10% of all NEO-Cap Warriors’ stock and labor contributions go into their own individual
Permanent Security and Retirement Funds (PSRF), based on the proportionate amounts of
their contributions. That amount is their Contribution-Investment Ratio Index (CRIs). PSRF
accounts can also be used for verified hardship, with no- or low-interest loans, as
confirmed and approved by their for-profit Cog-Co Regional Bank.
Regional Cog-Co Banks and Audits
All regional banks are also owned by the NEO-Cap Warriors. 90% of all bank profits go to
each NEO- Warrior based on their corporate Contribution-Investment Ratio Index
(proportionate to the amount of their contributions). 10% goes to their Permanent Security
funds (PSF). Corporate stock and profit sharing are always calculated after all of the
People’s International Corporation’s overall capital expenses for all operations, vendors,
loans, etc. All legitimate, non-proprietary corporate expenses and bank finances are always
transparent to all owner-member-investors and the general public for absolute credibility.
All legitimate proprietary interests, and all corporate finances are confirmed by annual
audits performed by the non-profit guardian People’s International Network, also
completely owned by the NEO-Warriors. There is a certified People’s Network NEO-Auditor
located within every regional NEO-Warriors Tribe.

THE MIDDLE CLASS CAPITALISM ECONOMIC HEALTHCARE SYSTEM FOR ALL
Middle Class Capitalism provides the ultimate complete support for any and all member’s to be
stockholder owners in any MCC retail business or store, and in any MCC healthcare facility.
These stores and facilities provide a strong quality comprehensive healthcare and retail
business economic system for all of us. For all 99%, 7 billion member-owners. It uses the MCC
stockholder retail store member-owner model for any member anywhere to also be a
stockholder owner in their own dental and medical clinics and hospitals in their own region.
Anyone can be an individual or a coalition stockholder owner in MCC retail stores and
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healthcare facilities anywhere in the world. The International People’s Corporation provides
capital, training and management for any member-owner to be an owner in any clinic or
hospital anywhere in their own community or anywhere. The author Woolf started and
developed the largest corporation of dental clinics in his home state of New Mexico. In
summary MCC provides the capital, training, management, knowledge and direction to start,
develop and own individually, or be a coalition owner -member in any Middle Class Capitalism
People’s Corporation retail business or store; or in any MCC healthcare facility anywhere in
their region or anywhere in the world. All MCC healthcare facilities are all a part of the MCC
Panda Smiles Global Healthcare System, that is all a part of the most powerful people’s
corporation in the world.
The Middle Class Capitalism Healthcare System provides all funds needed through the people’s
own global corporation for all catastrophic or real actual hardship medical expenses for all
member-owners. Funds are provided for training, low interest loans for clinics, hospitals, and
using the people’s corporate stock fees, security protection funds, and the massive corporate
profits and stock values from their own YSW global internet and profit centers provided for all
member-owners.

MCC Member-Owner Examples of How MCC Works For You
Corrine, Owner of a Small Business Expert Cyber Marketing and Social Networking
Company:
Corrine decides to go to the MiddleClassCapitalism.com website to check out the new
Facebook called the global Your Space World social network. It is the new cyber secure
Your Space World (YSW) global internet. The People’s Corporation slogan is “Power,
Prosperity and Justice for ALL, in a clean and safe world.”
Sounds interesting. All middle-class persons are owners when they join with a free share of
stock? Really? What’s the catch? She finds out there is no catch.
Corrine wants to see what Middle Class Capitalism can do for her business and also claim
her free share of YSW global Internet stock in the Independent People’s International
Enterprise. She is automatically a member-owner in the new YSW Internet Middle-Class
Capitalism global economic system, by definition, along with 7 Billion other people in the
world that have an annual income less than one million dollars.
She will claim her free share of YSW-GBB stock after she pledges, on her honor, that her
annual income is less than one million dollars. That prevents wealthy giant predator
corporations from buying or controlling the People’s Corporation. Only MCC members can
buy stock in the People’s Corporation. This ensures all members are always initially middle
class, poor or disabled. They are the core ownership of the People’s Corporation.
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Corrine registers by simply going to the MiddleClassCapitalism.com website and obtaining
her MCC Biometric Key. All member-owners receive a free guaranteed cyber secure
Biometric Key with a fingerprint, eye, facial or other biometric scan, always with a GPS
location. These ensure a safe and secure Internet and cyber experience. This process
guarantees that with any attempt to hack or defraud the People’s Internet, the person can
be identified by their Biometric Key and GPS location at the time and place of the breach.
No one can ever touch any part of the people’s YSW Internet to use, repair or maintain it
without a record of the action to protect the cyber security of every owner-member. Cyber
Security for every MCC owner-member, all 7 billion by definition, is the top priority of the
People’s Corporation.
No one can use the YSW Internet without their one and only MCC Biometric Key. That
includes Corrine, or any other member-owner, and every corporation executive and
manager. All internet workers must use their biometric key with their exact GPS location.
This is required by their corporation to be privately and confidentially stored to verify their
member-owner identity for all use of the YSW Internet. Guaranteed Cyber Security with
100% complete privacy, is the highest priority for every member-owner. Violations will
result in expulsion from the People’s Corporation. It is clean and safe for every memberowner economic warrior. All 7 billion of us.
Corrine sends an email to NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com to receive her free MCC
Stock Certificate and her free YSW cyber space. She then requests support and assistance
from the MCC New Member-Owner Capital and Support Division as a Cyber Marketing
Expert wanting to expand her business globally. Stock investments in the People’s Internet
provides the capital support, business support and training support for all member-owners
to build their own retail business from home.
Corinne is then provided instructions for member-owner low interest capital loans and
support for advertising her services or products on the new YSW global Internet. Any
member-owner can advertise their services and products to be seen by every other 7
Billion member-owner worldwide that is searching for her services and products.
Corinne initially receives her YSW middle-class cyber space home and/or business space. It
can be improved to any home, empire, or sales level she chooses with her People’s
Corporation’s support. There are MCC virtual builders worldwide looking for a platform,
ready and able to design and build almost any virtual world for Corrine’s home and/or
business. She advertises on the People’s Global Corporation advertising network on the
people’s Your Space World cyber secure internet to over 7 billion people’s corporation
owner-members.
Corinne has the choice of being a Small Business Associate or an MCC Franchise Owner.
Associates remain completely as non-MCC private businesses receiving the People’s
Corporation’s wholesale prices, 5% greater than MCC Franchise Owners for the least
expensive products in the world. The People’s Corporation, with a membership of 7 billion
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middle class, poor and disabled persons, accesses the cheapest products in the world for all
Associate and MCC member-owners.
Corrine receives hundreds of inquiries for her services and products almost as soon as she
can access the global MCC advertising and promotion center for all owner-members. The
massive PEOPLE’S CORPORATION will then provide all of the on-line support and
assistance she needs to ensure her maximum success. Corinne can now market her services
and products to billions of her other economic warrior member-owners. With the support
of the People’s Corporation, wherein Corrine is an owner, she becomes a billionaire in just
5 years. This can be done from home by any retail business MCC member-owner in the
world on the cyber-secure Internet they own.
The People’s Corporation, by design, has endless profit centers for all new members
wanting them. We the People, the 99%, the 7 billion member-owners, united economically
with our own resources and labor, create the most powerful corporation ever. Together in
our own corporation with our own Internet we have more combined economic power than
all the other giant crony corporations combined.
Papa is the at-home creator and builder of the Papa’s Toyhouse Builders for his grandson
for Christmas. Papa wants to expand globally with the Kiddos’ Corporation Toyhouse
Builders. He joins, as Corrine did, and receives from the massive global People’s
Corporation a capital loan at only 2% interest. He also receives all the expert support
needed to manufacture, market and sell his products worldwide. Papa becomes a
billionaire in just five years with his own People’s Corporation’s full production and
advertising support. This is achieved after advertising on the People’s Corporation
international global advertising network on the people’s Your Space World Internet of 7
billion fellow member-owners.
See the amazing details and images of Papa’s Toyhouse Builders at the
MiddleClassCapitalism.com website. See the Papa’s Toyhouse Builders link, a free PDF that
can be downloaded and copied anytime by anyone. It is designed for kiddos of all races and
cultures to build their own toyhouse(s) of any kind or arrangement. Playing with this toy is
a blast and builds children’s dexterity and good values! See it now.

The Author’s Credentials and Background
for
Middle-Class Capitalism
The award-winning infrastructure and administration Quality Performance Team
Partnership System, developed by Woolf in the 1990s, can be used for every single
federal, state and local government to actually achieve desired quality results. As the Chief
Administrative Officer, Woolf started the Quality Bureau at the New Mexico Highway
Department. There it developed a national award-winning highway infrastructure
construction system.
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The national awards were awarded for achieving a Quality Performance for Optimum
Results System, coordinated by a team headed by Woolf and Tom Church, whom Woolf
hired in 1995 to manage the Quality Bureau. Church recently retired as the Cabinet
Secretary of the New Mexico Department of Transportation. Federal highways now use the
system Woolf and Church developed, together with a fantastic team of creative partners, in
the 1990s.
Our team partners used a compass system to measure all monthly budget and construction
results. The Quality for Optimum Performance System was also used to measure optimum
performance for the least cost of all other departments’ administration, engineering and
planning functions. These included state-of-the-art Data Processing, Personnel, Purchasing,
Budget, Finance and Maintenance, all operations with quality performance.
The system achieved award-winning maximum efficiency, for the least cost, as measured
by a monthly compass, for all administration and infrastructure construction projects and
awards. All highway infrastructure projects were performed with the least disruption to
communities, in the least amount of time, for the least cost. This system, developed
originally by Woolf, can be used for every single federal, state and local government, as well
as every corporation, large and small business.
After the 2008 Recession, which angered Woolf, he developed the completely new
American Middle-Class Capitalism (MCC) Economic Paradigm. In 2008, Americans lost
their homes and retirement savings and were devastated otherwise for no reason of their
making! So, after a decade of research and development, Woolf introduced the People's
MCC Economic System, using his creatively advanced High-Quality Performance for Success
System. The completely new Middle-Class Capitalism Economic System creates a very
massive powerful People's Corporation. MCC balances the economic power and influence of
the People and the wealthy.
MCC will ensure 100% of the net profits, after expenses, go to the MCC working-class and
poor owner-investors. They are all unified investor-worker-team-partner Economic
Warriors that build and own the corporation together, using powerfully synergistic,
universally integrated capitalism through economic equilibrium. This is the new economic
advancement which serves the masses.
Curt Woolf is a bi-partisan American Centrist Independent. Woolf is in favor of the
provision of social services and of mandating fiscal-financial responsibility. Americans and
our allies everywhere may successfully join together as partners in citizen-governmentcorporate solutions for all Americans and all people, everywhere. In a balanced economy,
power, influence and wealth work together as partners to create economic equilibrium and
Universal Integrated Competition. You may see how this is done on the MCC website.
Woolf was the CEO of Chaves County, NM, government for thirteen years, from 1981 to
1993, with the leanest fiscally conservative finances and balanced budget, as well as the
best, most compassionate social policies that benefitted the most county residents in the
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most need, all within the revenues available to the county, and all with the most emergency
cash reserves possible.
THE PEOPLE’S NEW AMERICAN MIDDLE-CLASS CAPITALISM will create:
* CITIZEN-GOVERNMENT-CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS FOR UNLIMITED JOBS
* THE PEOPLE’S CYBER-SECURE INTERNET CALLED YOUR SPACE WORLD
* THE PEOPLE’S OWN POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL RETAIL CORPORATION
* INDEPENDENT RENEWABLE ENERGY FOR A CLEAN AND SAFE WORLD
* ECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM, UNIVERSAL INTEGRATED CAPITALIST COMPETITION
* THE WORLD PEACE ALLIANCE TO INCLUDE ALL PEACEFUL RELIGIONS
* POWER, PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
* REAL SOLUTIONS THAT ARE PAID FOR WITHOUT GOVERNMENT OR POLITICS
How is all this possible, right now?
See more details at MiddleClassCapitalism.com and NationalDebtDeficitSolution.com.
This may all sound impossible at first, but it is all real and coming very soon. The MiddleClass Capitalism Slogan is:
“POWER, PROSPERITY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL!”
ALL STAY SAFE!
William Curtis Woolf
2020 BOOK AWARD-WINNIING AUTHOR IN ECONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENT
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